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UNIT I (INTRODUCTION)
PART-A

1. Write an example of a transducer and state its transduction principle. (April/May 2018)
2. Write about the bimetallic strips. (Nov/Dec 2016)
3. How does an LVDT works ? (April/May 2017)
4. Classify the  key elements of Mechatronics Systems. (April/May 2018), (Nov/Dec 2015)
5. How do you classify the sensors?
6. Brief on the working principle of Hall Effect Sensor. (May/June 2016)
7. Differentiate between position and proximity sensor.(May/June 2016)
8. Name few types of Proximity Sensors. (Nov/Dec 2015)
9. What is the basic principle of thermocouples?
10. Mention the function of a mechatronic system.
11. Illustrate how capacitive sensor works when area changes. (Nov/Dec 2018)
12. Define response time and time constant based on sensors. (Nov/Dec 2018)
13. What is the purpose of a sensor? (April/May 2017)
14. What is a mechatronic system? (Nov/Dec 2017)
15. How is resolution of a sensor defined? (Nov/Dec 2017)
16. Write about the mechatronics approach in a microprocessor controlled washing machine.

(Nov/Dec 2016)
17. Explain the difference between open loop and closed loop control. (April/May 2015)
18. What is meant by signal conditioning?
19. List some of the applications of Mechatronics.
20. What is the working principle of an eddy current proximity sensor?

PART-B
1. Explain in detail about emerging areas of Mechatronics. (April/May 2018), (Nov/Dec 2017)
2. Discuss on the Static and Dynamic characteristics of Sensors in detail. (May/June 2016),

(Nov/Dec 2016)
3. Discuss on various control systems with examples. (May/June 2016)
4. Explain the principles and working of Hall Effect sensor. (Nov/Dec 2016)
5. What are the basic elements of a closed loop system? Explain (Nov/Dec 2016), (April/May 2015)
6. Explain the following (i). Potentiometer (ii). Eddy current proximity sensor. (April/May 2018),

(Nov/Dec 2017)
7. Explain any three sensors used for temperature measurement. (Nov/Dec 2018), (April/May 2017)
8. Explain the static and dynamic characteristics of transducers.
9. Explain the functions of a bimetallic strip with neat sketch.
10. Explain the function of a LVDT with neat sketch.

UNIT II (8085 MICROPROCESSOR AND 8051 MICROCONTROLLER)

PART-A

1. What is the function of ALU? (Nov/Dec 2016)
2. What is microprocessor? (April/May 2017)
3. What are the five types of instruction set in 8085 micrprocessor? (April/May 2017)
4. What is the function of IO/M signal in the 8085?
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5. What are the addressing modes available in 8085? (Nov/Dec 2017)
6. What are the flags available in 8085 microprocessor?
7. What do you meant by opcode and the operand?
8. What are the main features of 8051 microcontroller?
9. What is the function of program counter in 8085 microprocessor?
10. What is TRAP interrupt and its significance?
11. Define RAM and ROM. (April/May 2018)
12. What are the instructions of an 8085 instruction set for data transfer from memory to the

microprocessor? (April/May 2018)
13. Write the needs of register in microcontroller. (Nov/Dec 2018)
14. Sketch the functional pin description of 8085. (Nov/Dec 2018)
15. What are the features of microprocessor? (Nov/Dec 2017)
16. What is the difference between microprocessor and microcontroller? (Nov/Dec 2016),

(April/May 2015)
17. Define – Bus.
18. What are the two types of memories?
19. What are the two parts of an instruction?
20. What are the four components of a programmable machine?

PART-B
1. Explain with neat sketch the architecture of 8085 microprocessor. (April/May 2018),

(Nov/Dec 2018), (Nov/Dec 2017), (Nov/Dec 2016)
2. Explain the pin diagram of 8085 Microprocessor. (April/May 2018)
3. Explain the addressing modes of 8085 Microprocessor with suitable instructions. (Nov/Dec 2018),

(April/May 2017), (Nov/Dec 2016)
4. Explain about instruction set of 8085 microprocessor. (April/May 2017), (Nov/Dec 2016)
5. Explain about the architecture of 8051 microcontroller with neat diagram. (April/May 2017)
6. What are the functions of address and data buses. (Nov/Dec 2017)
7. Explain about the timing diagram of 8085 Microprocessor.

UNIT III (PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL INTERFACE)

PART-A
1. Define PPI.
2. Write down the function of OPF in 8255.
3. Name the modes available in 8255.
4. What are the applications of D/A converter interfacing with 8255?
5. What is keyboard interfacing?
6. Show the control word format of 8255 in BSR mode.
7. Name any two types of ADCs.
8. What is the bit set Reset mode of 8255 PPI? (April/May 2018)
9. What is the need for interfacing? (Nov/Dec 2017)
10. Mention some performance parameters of DAC.
11. Distinguish between parallel data transfer and serial data transfer. (April/May 2018)
12. State CWR of 8255. (Nov/Dec 2018)
13. What are the features of 8255? (Nov/Dec 2018)
14. What is peripheral interfacing? (April/May 2017)
15. What are the functions of port in 8255PPI? (April/May 2017)
16. State the function of analog to digital converter. (Nov/Dec 2017)
17. What is meant by A/D and D/A converter?
18. What are the two techniques involved in A/D conversion?
19. What is the function of program counter? (Nov/Dec 2016)
20. What is the function of Read/Write control logic in 8255 PPI? (Nov/Dec 2016)



PART-B
1. Explain the architecture,pin diagram and control modes of 8255 PPI. (April/May 2018),

(Nov/Dec 2018), (April/May 2017)
2. Explain the interface 8085 microprocessor with A/D and D/A converters.
3. Explain the Mode 1 input mode operation of 8255 in detail.
4. Explain the seven segment LED interface with microprocessor. (April/May 2018), (Nov/Dec 2018)
5. Describe with a neat diagram the stepper motor control using Microprocessor 8085 and 8255 PPI.

(Nov/Dec 2018), (Nov/Dec 2017), (Nov/Dec 2016)
6. Describe with a neat diagram the traffic light control using Microprocessor 8085. (Nov/Dec 2018),

(April/May 2017)
7. Describe with a neat diagram the temperature control using Microprocessor 8085 and 8255 PPI.

(Nov/Dec 2016)

UNIT IV (PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER)

PART-A
1. What are the advantages of master relay? (May/June 2016)
2. Brief on Shift Registers. (May/June 2016)
3. What are the features of PLC?
4. Draw a Ladder diagram for NAND operation.
5. What is an internal relay in a PLC?
6. Define a PLC. (April/May 2017)
7. How does the PLC differ from relay logic?
8. Define Adoptive control.
9. Draw the general ladder diagram to represent a latch circuit. (April/May 2018)
10. Explain latching with ladder diagram. (Nov/Dec 2018), (Nov/Dec 2017)
11. What is the criteria need for the selection of PLC? (April/May 2018), (April/May 2017)
12. List the different programming methods of PLC. (Nov/Dec 2018)
13. Why are PLC systems preferred over computer in industries? (Nov/Dec 2017)
14. Why a latch circuit used in PLC? (Nov/Dec 2016)
15. What is ladder programming? (Nov/Dec 2016)
16. How does PLC differ from relay logic?
17. What is the use of JUMP control in PLC?
18. What is the main advantage of PLC?
19. What are the features of PLC as a controller?
20. What is meant by down counter?

PART-B
1. Explain the architecture of a PLC. (April/May 2018), (Nov/Dec 2018), (Nov/Dec 2017),

(May/June 2016), (Nov/Dec 2016), (April/May 2015)
2. What are the factors involved in selection of PLC system. (Nov/Dec 2017), (May/June 2016),

(Nov/Dec 2015)
3. Discuss in detail about data handling. (Nov/Dec 2016), (Nov/Dec 2015)
4. Draw the ladder diagram of OR,NOR,NAND and XOR logic. (April/May 2018),

(April/May 2017)
5. Write a short notes on Jump control used in PLC using a ladder diagram.
6. Explain the timers, counters, internal relays. (Nov/Dec 2017)
7. Explain how the shift register can be used to sequence the event with a neat diagram.
8. Discuss on input/output Processing. (May/June 2016)
9. Discuss in detail about cylinder sequencing with PLC and its programming. (May/June 2016)
10. Explain about Mnemonics with examples.



UNIT V (ACTUATORS AND MECHATRONIC SYSTEM DESIGN)

PART-A
1. Write down any four primary functions of mechanical systems.
2. What are uses of micro motors?. (May/June 2016)
3. Why Latching is needed to switch on the DC Motor?
4. Give advantages of PLC system over traditional mechanical system.
5. Name the sensors used in car Engine management system. (April/May 2018)
6. Mention the various applications of servomotor.
7. Compare the traditional and mechatronic design. (April/May 2018), (Nov/Dec 2016)
8. What are the properties of a stepper motor?
9. List down the various stages in mechatronic design system.
10. Distinguish between AC and DC motors.
11. A Stepper motor has a step angle of 7.5 degree. How many pulses required for the motor to rotate

through five complete revolutions? (Nov/Dec 2018)
12. Write the working principle of stepper motor. (Nov/Dec 2018)
13. Write about engine speed sensor. (April/May 2017)
14. What is the use of PLC in automatic car parking system? (April/May 2017)
15. How a servomotor is controlled? (Nov/Dec 2017)
16. What are the typers of stepper motor? (Nov/Dec 2017)
17. How does a car park barrier works? (Nov/Dec 2016)
18. List out the drawbacks of traditional design approach
19. What are the mechatronics elements used in an automatic camera?
20. List out the seven modules of mechatronics design approach.

PART-B
1. Explain construction and working principle of AC and DC motor.
2. With neat sketches explain various types of Stepper motors with the control.
3. Explain about the basis of mechatronics system design considering vehicle engine

management system as example. (April/May 2018), (May/June 2016), (Nov/Dec 2016)
4. Design a pick and place robot using mechatronics elements and explain about the robot

control. (May/June 2016), (Nov/Dec 2016), (April/May 2015)
5. What are the various stages in designing a mechatronics system? Explain. (April/May 2018),

(Nov/Dec 2018), (April/May 2017), (Nov/Dec 2017), (April/May 2015)
6. Explain the working principle of stepper motor.
7. Briefly explain traditional and mechatronics designs. (April/May 2017), (Nov/Dec 2017)

8. With necessary diagrams, explain the automatic car park system. (Nov/Dec 2018),
(April/May 2017)
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V.S.B ENGINEERING COLLEGE, KARUR

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Sub. Code/Name: ME8793 PROCESS PLANNING AND COST ESTIMATION
Year/Sem: IV/VII

UNIT-I

Part-A (2 Marks)

1. Define Process planning.

2. What are the process planning activities?

3. What are the types of process planning?

4. Define Generative CAPP systems.

5. What are all the types of drawing?

6. What are the stages in Process selection?

7. Brief about scope of process planning.

8. What are the documents used in process planning?

9. Define the term “Route sheet”

10. Write any four cutting tool materials.

11. List the objectives of process planning.

12. What are the types of process chart?

13. What do you mean by standard time?

14. Where string diagram is used?

15. What are the methods used for selection of machinery?

16. Define product design.

17. What designing includes in product design?

18. What are factors influencing the Operational Aspects in product analysis?

19. What is bilateral tolerance?

20. What is the use of collective assembly drawings?

Part-B (16 Marks)

1. What are the factors that influence process planning? Discuss.

2. Explain tool selection method.

3. Explain the various approaches to process planning.

4. List and explain the various factors considered for tooling selection.

5. Explain the various factors considered in product selection.
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6. Explain the various types of drawing in details.

7. What are the procedures to be followed for the machine selection? Explain.

8. In the design of a jet engine part, the designer has a choice of specifying either an aluminium alloy

casting or a steel casting. Either material will provide equal service, but the aluminium casting will

weigh 1.2 kg as compared with 1.35 kg for the steel casting. The aluminium can be cast for       Rs.

80.00 per kg. and the steel one for Rs. 35.00 per kg. The cost of machining per unit is Rs. 150.00 for

aluminium and Rs. 170.00 for steel. Every kilogram of excess weight is associated with a penalty of

Rs. 1,300 due to increased fuel consumption. Which material should be specified and what is the

economic advantage of the selection per unit?

9. Discuss the production equipment and tool selection for the component show in fig. Under cut

diameter is 12 mm

10. What are the factors that influence tool selection? Discuss.

11. What are the factors that affecting in equipment selection.

12. Explain the various methods of process planning.

13. Discuss in steps in tooling selection method.

14. Describe the set of documents required in process planning.

15. Explain the steps in process selection with suitable examples

16. Explain the factors considered in product selection

17. Two alternatives are under consideration for a tapered fastening pin. Either design will serve the

purpose and will involve the same material and manufacturing cost except for the lathe and grinder

operations. Design A will require 16 hours of lathe time and 4.5 hours of grinder time per 1,000 units.

Design B will require 7 hours of lathe time and 12 hours of grinder time per 1,000 units. The operating

cost of the lathe including labour is Rs. 200 per hour. The operating cost of the grinder including
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labour is Rs. 150 per hour. Which design should be adopted if 1,00,000 units are required per year and

what is the economic advantage of the best alternative?

18. In the design of buildings to be constructed in Alpha State, the designer is considering the type of

window frame to specify. Either steel or aluminium window frames will satisfy the design criteria.

Because of the remote location of the building site and lack of building materials in Alpha State, the

window frames will be purchased in  Beta State and transported for a distance of 2,500 km to the site.

The price of window frames of the type required is Rs. 1,000 each for steel frames and Rs. 1,500 each

for aluminium frames. The weight of steel window frames is 75 kg each and that of aluminium

window frame is 28 kg each. The shipping rate is Re 1 per kg per 100 km. Which design should be

specified and what is the economic advantage of the selection?

UNIT-II

Part-A (2 Marks)

1. What is the objective of process planning?

2. What are the functions of process planning?

3. What are factors consider for Economic analysis?

4. What are the aims of break-even analysis?

5. What are the assumptions in break-even analysis?

6. What you mean by break-even point?

7. What are the methods of determination of break-even point?

8. Define Cutting speed.

9. What do you mean by Break-even point in terms of Sales Value?

10. Define contribution

11. What do you mean by margin of safety?

12. What are the limitations of break-even analysis?

13. Write the concept of process planning?

14. What are the information required to preparing operation planning sheet?

15. Write the procedure of process planning.

16. Define work holding device.

17. What is mean by Jigs?

18. What are the elements of jigs and fixtures?

19. What are the factors affecting feed rate?

20. Define depth of cut.
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PART B

1. What are the main process parameters than can influence the success of the machining?

2. What is the purpose of a work holding device? List the types of work holding devices.

3. List out the set of documents that are required for process planning.

4. What do you understand by break even analysis? List the objectives.

5. List the various factors that influence the design or selection of a work holder.

6. What is meant by cutting speed? Also list the major factors that are to be considered during selection

of cutting speed.

7. What is meant by feed rate? List the major factors that are to be considered during the selection of

feed rate.

8. Discuss about the factors to be considered in the selection of jigs and fixtures for cost   reduction.

9. Explain on economics of process planning.

10. From the following data, calculate break-even point expressed in terms of units and also the new

break-even point, if selling price is reduced by 10%. Fixed expenses; Depreciation = Rs.1,25,000;

Salaries = Rs. 1,00,000 ; Variable expenses; Materials = Rs. 4 per unit; Labour=Rs. 2 per unit; Selling

price Rs.15 per unit

11. Discuss about the factors to be considered for selection of depth of cut.

12.Alpha Associates has the following details; Fixed cost = Rs. 20, 00,000; Variable cost per unit = Rs.

100; Selling price per unit = Rs. 200; Find (a) The break-even sales quantity (b) The break-even sales

(c) If the actual production quantity is 60,000 Find (i) Contribution (ii) Margin of safety by all methods.

13. Prepare the operation planning sheet for the given component.
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14.Consider the following data of a company for the year 2016 ; Sales = Rs. 1, 20,000 Fixed cost =

Rs. 25,000; Variable cost = Rs. 45,000; Find the following: (a) Contribution (b) Profit (c) BEP (d)

M.S.

UNIT-III

Part-A (2 Marks)

1. What is meant by Cost estimation?

2. Define costing.

3. Define cost accounting.

4. What do you meant by catalogue price?

5. What are the objectives of costing?

6. State the functional estimating.

7. What is direct material cost?

8. What is indirect material cost?

9. What is direct labour cost?

10. What is setup time?

11. What do you understand by estimating?

12.  What are the types of estimator?

13. What is prime cost?

14. Name a few methods of cost estimates.

15. What do you by multiple cost method?

16. State some functions of estimating.

17. Give the methods of costing.

18. What is make or buy decision?

19. What is the difference between cost estimating and cost accounting?

20.What are the constituents of a job estimate?

21. What do you meant by a realistic estimate?

22. What are allowances in estimation?

Part-B (16 Marks)

1. State and explain the objectives of cost estimation.

2. Discuss in details about the types and methods of estimating.

3. What are all the three methods used in conceptual cost estimation.

4. Explain the procedure involved in cost estimation.
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5. Define cost accounting. Describe cost accounting with examples.

6. Write down the step by step procedure for estimating the direct material cost.

7. Explain the estimation of material cost with examples.

8. List down the various items that constitute the overheard expenses.

9. Elaborate the various elements of the cost with suitable examples.

10. What are the various time allowances which should be considered for calculation labour cost.

11. What do you understand by depreciation of a machine? Discuss the various causes of

depreciation.

12. Calculate the selling price per unit from the following data : Direct material cost = Rs. 8,000

Direct labour cost = 60 percent of direct material cost Direct expenses = 5 percent of direct labour

cost Factory expenses = 120 percent of direct labour cost Administrative expenses = 80 percent

direct labour cost Sales and distribution expenses = 10 percent of direct labour cost Profit = 8

percent of total cost No. of pieces produced = 200.

13. A factory is producing 1000 high tensile fasteners per hour on a machine. The material cost is

Rs. 375, labour cost is Rs. 245 and direct expense is Rs. 80. The factory oncost is 150 percent of

the total labour cost and office oncost is 30 percent of the factory cost. If the selling price of each

fastener is Rs. 1.30, calculate whether there is loss or gain and by what amount ?

14. A factory owner employed 50 workers during the month of November 2004, whose detailed

expenditure is given below : (i) Material cost = Rs. 30,000 (ii) Rate of wage for each worker = Rs.

6 per hour (iii) Duration of work = 8 hours per day (iv) No. of holidays in the month = 5 (v) Total

overhead expenses = Rs. 15,000 If the workers were paid over time of 400 hours at the rate of Rs.

12 per hour, calculate (a) Total cost, and (b) Man hour rate of overheads.

15. An isometric view of a work piece is shown in figure. What will be the weight of the material

required to produce it. The density of material is 2.681 gm/cc. Find also the material cost if its rate is

Rs.13.60 per kg. All dimensions are in mm.

16. Estimate the weight of material required for manufacturing 220 pieces of shaft as  shown in figure.

The shafts are made of mild steel which weighs 7.87 gm/cm3 and costs Rs.4.25 per kg. Also calculate
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the material cost for 220 such shafts.

17. For manufacturing a ‘milling machine’, the expenditure is tabulated in table.

UNIT-IV

Part-A (2 Marks)

1. What is forging?

2. What are the constituents of a job estimate?

3. What are the components of cost?

4. Name the classification of miscellaneous allowance.

5. Give examples for overhead expenses.

6. What you mean by depreciation?

7. What are the losses in forging?

8. State machine hour rate.
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9. What is shear loss?

10. What are the elements of forging cost?

11. Name some losses in foundry.

12. Define inadequacy.

13. Define flash loss.

14. What is fatigue allowance?

15. What is meant by direct labour cost?

16. State any four pattern allowance.

17. What are overheads?

18. What are all basis on which overheads are allocated?

19. What are the methods for allocation of overhead expenses?

20. What is administrative overhead?

Part-B (16 Marks)

1. Two workers complete 20 connecting rods, each weighing 3.5 kg by forging per day. They are paid

at the rate of Rs.16 and Rs.14 per day respectively. If the material cost is Rs.7.25/kg and 60% of the

direct labour is required to compensate for the factory overheads, estimate the total cost of each rod.

2. A steel component shown in figure is to be drop forged in close impression dies. Estimate the gross

weight of the component. The various losses account for 26 % of net weight. Take density as 7.7

gm/cc. (16)
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3. An open water tank of size 75 cm X 60 cm X 50 cm is made by gas welding from a 4 mm thick

metallic sheet. Estimate the time required for welding a tank. Neglect other factors.

4. Estimate the material cost for welding 2 flat pieces of M.S. 15 X 16 1 cm size at an angle of 90° by

gas welding Neglect edge preparation cost and assume: Cost O2 = Rs. 10/m3 Cost of C2 H2 = Rs..

60/m2 Density of filler metal = 7 gm/cc Cost of filler metal = Rs. 12/kg filler rod dia = 5 mm filler

rod required 4.5 m/m of welding assume O2 consumption = 0.7 cu.m/hr. C2H2 consumption = 0.5

cu.m/hr. Welding time = 30 min/m of welding. (16)

5. 20 numbers of gun metal bevel gear blank shown in figure are to be cast in the factory from the

planner supplied by the customer Estimate the selling price of each piece from the following data.

(i) Cost of molten gun metal= Rs.9.20 per kg. (3)

(ii) Scrap return value = Rs.s 5.00 per kg. (3)

(iii) Process scrap = 10 % net weight of casting (3).

(iv) Administrative overheads=Rs.3.50 per kg (3).

(v) Profit=15% of manufacturing cost. (2)

(vi) Density of gun metal = 8.73 gm/cc .(2)
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6. An engine flywheel is required to be cast according to drawing shown in figure

7. A C.I. factory employees 25 persons It consumes material worth Rs. 35,000 pays workers at the rate

of Rs. 5 per hour and incurs total overheads of Rs.20,000. In a particular month (25 days) workers and

an overtime of 150 hours and were paid double than the normal rate. Find

(i) The total cost, and

(ii) The man hour rate of overheads. Assume 8 hours working days.

8. What are the various losses considered while calculating the material cost? Explain.

9. What are the elements considered while calculating the cost of welded joints?

10. Write the step by step procedure to estimate the cost of a cast component in the foundry shop.
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11. Under what situations, you can use the allocation of overhead expenses by percentage on prime

cost method.

12. A container open on one side of size 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 1 m is to be fabricated from 6 mm thick

plates Fig. The plate metal weighs 8 gms/cc. If the joints are to be welded, make calculations for the

cost of container. The relevant data is: Cost of plate = Rs. 10 per kg Sheet metal scarp (wastage) = 5

percent of material Cost of labour = 10 percent of sheet metal cost, Cost of welding material = Rs. 20

per meter of weld.

12. Calculate the net weight and gross weight for the component shown in Fig. Density of

material used is 7.86 gm/cc. Also calculate: (i) Length of 14 mm dia bar required to forge one

component. (ii) Cost of forging/piece if  Material cost = Rs. 80 per kg labour cost = Rs. 5 per

piece Overheads = 150 percent of labour cost.
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UNIT-V

Part-A (2 Marks)

1. What is machining time?

2. Define Length of cut.

3. Define feed.

4. What is meant by turning?

5. Define external relief turning

6. What is meant by chamfering?

7. Define facing.

8. Define knurling

9. Define drilling.

10. What are the various factors to b considered for selection of cutting speed?

11. What is milling? What are the operations that can be carried out on a milling machine?

12. What is grinding? Differentiate between surface and cylindrical grinding.

13. Define tapping.

14. What is meant by Approach length?

15. List the factors to be considered for the selection of feed and depth of cut for a particular

operation.

16. Write the equation to calculate the turning time on lathe.

17. How to calculate the machining time calculation for thread operation?

18. How to estimate the milling time?

19. Write the formula for spot milling time.

20. How to estimate the grinding time?

Part-B (16 Marks)

1. Calculate the machining time to turn the dimensions shown in Fig. 5.22. Starting from a m.s. bar

of f 80 mm. The cutting speed with HSS tool is 60 meters per minute and feed is 0.70 mm / rev.

depth of cut is 2.5 mm per pass.
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2. A mild steel bar 100 mm long and 38 mm in diameter is turned to 35 mm dia. And was again

turned to a diameter of 32 mm over a length of 40 mm as shown in the Fig. 5.23. The bar was

machined at both the ends to give a chamfer of 45° × 5 mm after facing. Calculate the machining

time. Assume cutting speed of 60 m/min and feed 0.4 mm/rev. The depth of cut is not to exceed 3

mm in any operation.

3. A mild steel shaft, shown in Fig. 5.24 is to be turned from a 24 mm diameter bar. The complete

machining consists of the following steps: (i) Facing 24 mm f on both sides (ii) Turning to f 20

mm. Process Planning and Cost Estimation (iii) Drilling f 8 mm hole (iv) Knurling. With H.S.S

tool the cutting speed is 60 m/min. The feed for longitudinal machining is 0.3 mm/rev. The feed

for facing, 0.2 mm/rev., feed for knurling 0.3 mm/rev., and feed for drilling is 0.08 mm/rev.

Depth of cut should not exceed 2.5 mm in any operation. Find the machining time to finish the

job.

4. Calculate the machining time required to produce one piece of the component shown in Fig.

starting from f 25 mm bar. The following data is available. For turning : Cutting speed = 40

m/min. Feed = 0.4 mm/rev. Depth of cut = 2.5 mm/per pass For thread cutting : Cutting speed = 8

m/min.

5. Estimate the time taken to drill a 25 mm dia × 10 cm deep hole in a casting. First a 10 mm dia

drill is used and then the hole is enlarged by a 25 mm dia drill. Assume : Cutting speed = 15

m/min. Feed for f 10 mm drill = 0.22 mm/rev. Feed for f 25 mm drill = 0.35 mm/rev.
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6. Calculate the time required to tap a hole with 25 mm diameter tap to a length of 30 mm having

3 threads per cm. The cutting speed is 10 m/min. For return stroke the speed is 2 times the cutting

speed.

7. A 300 mm × 50 mm rectangular cast iron piece is to be face milled with a carbide cutter. The

cutting speed and feed are 50 m/min and 50 mm/min. If the cutter dia is 80 mm and it has 12

cutting teeth, determine : (i) Cutter r.p.m. (ii) Feed per tooth (iii) Milling time.

8. Find the time required on a shaper to machine a plate 600 mm × 1,200 mm, if the cutting speed

is 15 meters/min. The ratio of return stroke time to cutting time is 2 : 3. The clearance at each end

is 25 mm along the length and 15 mm on width. Two cuts are required, one roughing cut with

cross feed of 2 mm per stroke and one finishing cut with feed of 1 mm per stroke.

9. Mild steel shaft 30 cm long is to be rough ground from 43.3 mm dia to 43 mm dia using a

grinding wheel of 40 mm face width. Calculate the time required to grind the job assuming work

speed of 12 m/min and depth of cut 0.02 mm per pass.

10. Explain the procedure of estimating the machining cost per piece in machining large number

of bolts on a turret lathe.

11.Describe the procedure of estimating the machining time required during shaping

12.How can you estimate the grinding time for a cylindrical grinding operation.



V.S.B. ENGINEERING COLLEGE, KARUR

Department of Mechanical Engineering

ME8792 POWER PLANT ENGINEERING
QUESTION BANK

UNIT 1
COAL BASED THERMAL POWER PLANT

Part A
1. Write about classification of draught?

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of forced draught system?

3. What is super critical boiler? Give two advantages.

4. What is pulverize and why it is used?

5. What is the function of draught system?

6. What do you understand by the term boiler draught?

7. What is steam and heat rate?

8. Define compounding of steam turbines.

9. What is stoker?

10.Name the different circuits of steam power plant.

11.What do you mean by once through boiler?

12.Draw PV and TS diagram for binary cycle

13.What is cogeneration?

14.Give the example for once through boiler.

15.What are the different sources of energy available for power generation? How long they
can last?

16.Distinguish between fouling and slagging.

17.What is the purpose of condenser?

18.What is ESP? State its use

19.Mention the various modern ash handling systems.

20.What is the function of deaerator in a thermal power plant?

21.Why are super heaters used in steam power plants?

22.What are the accessories used in a boiler?

Part B
1. Draw a general layout of steam power plant with neat diagram and explain the working of

different circuits.

2. Explain the following with neat diagram:(i) Benson boiler (ii) Anyone type of cogeneration
power plant.

3. Draw a general layout of thermal power plant and explain the working of different circuits.

4. Explain in detail the coal handling system with a suitable block diagram.

5. Describe the different types of over feed stokers and discuss its merits and demerits of each
over others

6. Why is coal pulverized? Explain any one type of pulverized systems used now-a-days

7. With the help of a neat sketch describe the working of any one type of ash handling system



8. Differentiate between forced draught and induced draught cooling tower

9. Describe different types of cooling tower.

10.Explain different types of coal conveyors

11.Explain various types of draught system.

UNIT 2
DIESEL, GAS TURBINE AMD COMBINED CYCLE POWER PLANTS

PART A

1. Draw the PV and TS diagram for the Dual cycle.
2. Highlight the advantage of combined cycle power plant.
3. Give the examples of combined cycle power plant.
4. What are the applications of gas turbine power plants?
5. List the various process of Brayton cycle.
6. What are the applications of diesel engine power plants?
7. What is reheating?
8. What is regeneration?
9. Mention the major difference between Otto and Diesel cycle.
10. Name the essential components of diesel electric power plant.
11. Define cut-off ratio
12. What are the different types of lubrication system in a Diesel power plant?
13. What are the methods used for starting a Diesel engine?
14. What are the main units in a gas turbine power plant?
15. Name the various gas power cycles
16. Why the gas turbine power generation is more attractive than other power generation?
17. What is the main objective of the supercharging?
18. What is the purpose of intercooler in gas turbine power plant?
19. How solid injection is classified?
20. What is gasifier?

PART B

1. Discuss the essential components of the diesel power plant with neat layout
2. (i) Derive an expression for the work ratio using Brayton cycle.

(ii)Discuss the working of any one type of combined cycle power plant.
3. How do you select engine for a diesel power plant? Draw a diesel power plant and explain

its major components
4. Explain the construction and working of gas turbine power plant with a layout
5. Discuss the working of combined cycle power plant.
6. With neat diagram, explain the working principle of the combined MHD and steam open

cycle power plant.
7. Explain IGCC
8. Explain starting system of gas turbine
9. Describe the functions and types of fuel injection system



UNIT 3
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

PART A

1. What is breeding in nuclear reactor?
2. What are isotopes?
3. What is the purpose of control rods?
4. What is nuclear fusion?
5. What is nuclear fission?
6. State some advantage of PWR.
7. Define the term breeding
8. What are the functions of moderator?
9. List some important nuclear reactor?
10. How do you carry out safety measures for Nuclear power plant?
11. What is CANDU type reactor?
12. What is critical mass of nuclear fuel?
13. Why shielding is necessary in nuclear power plants?
14. What is the function of pressurizer in nuclear reactor?
15. Name the three moderators commonly used in nuclear power reactor.
16. What is a gas cooled nuclear reactor?
17. What are the components of pressurized water reactor nuclear power plant?
18. List some of the disadvantages of Nuclear power plant
19. How are the nuclear reactors classifieds?
20. Distinguish between PHWR and LMFBR
21. State the major reasons for nuclear accidents that classified under moderate frequency.
22. What are the major reasons for nuclear accidents that classified under lower probability?

PART B

1. Explain the Construction and working of nuclear power plant with a layout.
2. What is meant by uranium enriched? Describe some methods of Uranium enrichment
3. Explain with a neat sketch a boiling water reactor.
4. Explain the working of pressurized water reactor
5. (i) Explain CANDU (Canadian-Deuterium Uranium) reactor with neat diagram also

mention its merits and demerits.
(ii)Discuss about the safety measures adopted in modern nuclear plants.

6. Discuss the various factors to be considered while selecting the site for nuclear power
station.

7. Draw and explain the Liquid metal cooled nuclear reactor? What are the safety
Measures carried out in Nuclear Power Plant?

8. Explain the working principle of Fast Breeder Reactor and Gas-cooled reactor.
Fast Breeder Reactor

9. Explain the importance of nuclear waste management.



UNIT 4
POWER FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY

PART A

1. What do you understand by water hammer?
2. Why is a surge tank important in a hydro electric power plant?
3. What is fuel cell?
4. What is the source of geothermal energy?
5. What are sources of Biogas?
6. Write the advantages of fuel cell?
7. Mention the various advantages of wind power.
8. What are limitations of tidal power plant?
9. Why is a tall tower essential for mounting a horizontal axis wind turbine?
10. List out the various components of hydro electric power plant.
11. What is the principle of SPV?
12. What is spillway?
13. Difference between Francis and Kaplan  turbine
14. What is spillway?
15. What are the types of geothermal power plants?
16. What are the classifications of geothermal energy?
17. What are the components of tidal power plants?
18. What is the function of flywheel?
19. List any four advantages of wind turbine.
20. What is a draft turbine?

PART B

1. Draw the Layout diagram of Hydro electric Power Plant and also explain the components
and working of Hydro electric power plant?

2. Explain with a neat sketch the working principle of Geothermal Power plant. What are the
advantages and disadvantages of Geo thermal energy.

3. Explain the working principle of fuel cell.
4. Discuss various components of wind energy system
5. Explain with a neat sketch a pumped storage power plant.
6. Draw a schematic diagram of a solar power plant and explain the operation of it. Also

mention its merits and demerits.
7. Explain with a neat sketch working of a distributed (Parabolic) trough Solar Power Plant.



UNIT 5
ENERGY, ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES OF POWER PLANTS

PART A
1. Define demand factor?
2. What are the elements of fixed and operating costs?
3. What is the significance of load curve?
4. What is the need of depreciation cost?
5. Write nuclear waste disposal methods.
6. What is the purpose of electrostatic precipitator?
7. Define load factor and capacity factor.
8. What is the equipment used to control the particulates?
9. What is main objective of tariff?
10. Define plant use factor.
11. What is fixed and operating cost?
12. What is Acid rain?
13. What are the methods used for controlling the NOx?
14. What are the costs involved in fired steam power plant?
15. Define law of conservation of Energy.
16. Define “Diversity factor”.
17. List out four important factors to be considered for the selection of site for power plants.
18. What are the methods used for reduction of SO2 pollutant?
19. What are the different pollutions in the flue gas?
20. How does the fuel cost related to the load and the cost of power generation?

PART B

1. Explain the methods to control pollution in thermal and nuclear power plants
2. Discuss the different types of tariffs.
3. Explain the load curve and load duration curve in detail.
4. Discuss in detail about economic aspects of power generation
5. Explain the different methods of nuclear waste disposal
6. Explain site Selection of site for Nuclear, hydro and thermal Power Station.
7. Explain the pollution control for cyclone separator and electrostatic precipitator
8. Explain the methods to control pollution in thermal and nuclear power plants.
9. A peak load on the thermal power plant is 75 MW. The loads having maximum demands

of 35 kW, 20 MW, 15 MW and 18 MW are connected to the power plant. The capacity of
the plant is 90 MW and annual load factor is 0.53. Calculate the average load on power
plant, energy supplied per year, demand factor and diversity factor

10. Explain the analysis of pollution from thermal power plants. What is methods used for
control the pollutants?



V.S.B. ENGINEERING COLLEGE, KARUR.
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

ACADEMIC YEAR: 2021-2022 (ODD SEMESTER)

ME8099 ROBOTICS

UNIT 1 - FUNDAMENTALS OF ROBOT

TWO MARK QUESTIONS

1. Define robot (Nov/Dec2011)
2. Define base and tool coordinate systems. (Nov/Dec-2012)
3. Name the important specifications of an industrial robot. (Nov/Dec-2012)
4. What is meant by pitch, yaw and roll? (Nov/Dec-2008)
5. What is work volume? (Nov/Dec-2008), (Nov/Dec 2011)
6. What ismeantbyaworkenvelope?(Nov/Dec-2007), (Apr/May-2010), (May/Jun2013)
7. Sketch a robot and name its parts. (Nov/Dec-2007)
8. Whatare the fourbasic robot configuration available commercially? (Apr/May-2010)
9. Classify the robot as per the type of control and mobility (May/Jun 2013)

16 MARK QUESTIONS

1. (i) Explain the speed of motion in industrial robots. (8)(Apr/May 2010)
(ii) Explain the load- carrying capacity of a robot.(8) (Apr/May 2010)

2. (i)With a neat sketch explain the three degrees of freedom associated with the robot
wrist.(10)(Apr/May2010)(ii)Discussthefourtypesrobotcontrols.(6)(Apr/May2010)

3. (i) Classify the industrial robots and briefly describe it.(8)

(ii) Describe the major elements of an industrial robot.(8) (Nov/Dec-2012)

4. (i) Describe in detail the anatomy of an industrial robot(8)(16) (May/Jun 2013)
(ii) Describe the industrial application of robots.(8) (Nov/Dec-2012)

5. Describe thespecificationsofan industrial robotandwith itsconfiguration.(16) (May/Jun
2013)

6. (i) Sketch a robot wrist and explain it’s the joint movements.(8) (Nov/Dec 2007)
(ii) Briefly explain the need for robots in industries.(8) (Nov/Dec 2007)

7. Classify the robots according to the coordinates of motion. with a sketch and example,
explain the features of each type.(12+4) (Nov/Dec 2007)

8. Explain the various parts of a robot with neat sketch. (Nov/Dec 2008)
9. (i)Explain thedifferent typesof robots(8) (Nov/Dec 2008)

(ii) What are the specifications of robots?(8) (Nov/Dec 2008)
10. (a) Sketch and explain the following configuration of robot.

(i) TRR ii) TRL:R iii) RR:R (8)

(b) Briefly explain in the following terms:
(i) Payload (ii) compliance (iii) Precision (iv) Accuracy. (8) (Nov/Dec 2012)



UNIT 2 ROBOT DRIVE SYSTEM AND END EFFECTORS

TWO MARK QUESTIONS

1. Which type of drive system is more suitable for heavy load robot application? (Nov/Dec-
2012)

2. What is end effector? Classify. (Nov/Dec-2012) (May/Jun 2013)
3. Compare pneumatic drive robots with stepper motor drive robots. (Nov/Dec-2008)
4. Whatisthedifferencebetweeninternalgrippersandexternalgrippers?(Nov/Dec-2008)
5. Classify robots according to the drive system. (Nov/Dec-2007)
6. List anyTWO importantadvantages and disadvantages of a pneumatic gripper. (Nov/Dec-

2007)
7. What is a mechanical gripper? (May/apr 2010)
8. How will sensor evaluated? (May/Jun 2013)
10. Give some examples of tool as robot end effector. (Nov/Dec 2011)
11. What are the types of hydrulic actuators? (Nov/Dec 2011)
12. What are the properties of stepper motor? (May/apr 2010)

16 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Discuss about the salient features of stepper and servo motor with limitations.
(Nov/Dec-2012)

2. Describe the types of end effector & gripper mechanisms with simple sketches.
(Nov/Dec-2012) (May/Jun 2013) (Nov/Dec 2008)

3. (i))Discuss the types of drive systems used in robots.(12)
(ii) discuss any one of the types of gripper mechanism.(4) (Apr/May 2010)

4. (i)discuss about magnetic and vacuum grippers.(8)
(ii)explain the working of DC servo motors used in robotics.(8) (Apr/May 2010)

5. Explainthedifferent typesofelectricaldrivesusedinrobotactuation.(Nov/Dec2008)
6. (i) with neat sketch, explain the working of a stepper motor. (8) (Nov/Dec 2007)

(ii) with suitable illustration explain working on external and internal grippers. (8)
(Nov/Dec 2007)

7. With neat sketch explain any five types of mechanical grippers (Nov/Dec 2007)
8. Discuss about the salient features of different drive systems used in robots.

(May/Jun 2013)
9. Discuss the performance characteristics of actuators. Compare electrical, pneumatic &

hydraulic actuators for their characteristics. (Nov/Dec 2011)
10. Discuss in detail the selection and design considerations of grippers in robot. (Nov/Dec

2011)



UNIT-3 SENSORS AND MACHINE VISION

TWO MARK QUESTIONS

1. Differentiate between the sensor & transducer. (Nov/Dec-2012)
2. Name any two algorithms for image enhancement application. (Nov/Dec-2012)
3. Briefly explain the function of a piezoelectric sensor. (May/Jun 2013)
4. What is image analysis? (May/Jun 2013)
5. What is triangulation? (Apr/May 2010)
6. What is smoothing in vision system? (Apr/May 2010)
7. What is LVDT? (Nov/Dec 2008)
8. What is meant by segmentation in image analysis? (Nov/Dec 2008)
9. What is function frame grabber? (Nov/Dec 2007)
10. State the working principle of the touch sensor? (Nov/Dec 2007)
11. Name some feedback devices used in robotics. (Nov/Dec 2011)
12. What are the application of machine vision system? (Nov/Dec 2011)

16 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Explain the principal of sensing. Describe force sensing with strain gauge and wrist force
sensor. (Nov/Dec 2011)

2. Explain machine vision system with a sketch. Give practical examples of its applications.
(Nov/Dec 2007) (Nov/Dec 2011) (May/Jun 2013)

3. (i)With suitable sketch and an application example ,explain the principle of working of
the following sensors:
(a) Inductive proximity sensor
(b) Slip sensor. (8) (Nov/Dec 2007)

(ii) Write a note on the applications of a machine vision system.(8) (Nov/Dec 2007)

4. Explain the segmentation methods used in vision system with suitable example.
(Apr/May 2010)

5. (i)Describe the construction ,workingand application of incremental encode.(8)
(ii)Explainthetwoobject recognitiontechniqueused in industries.(8)(Apr/May2010)

6. Explain the principle of the following sensors and also mention how they are used in
robots.
(i) Piezo elecric sensor
(ii) Inductive proximity sensor
(iii) Touch sensor
(iv) Slip sensor (4 x 4) (Nov/Dec 2008)

7. Describe the classification of sensors and the factors to be considered for its
selection(May/Jun 2013)



8. Describe any one algorithm for image edge detection and image segmentation with
advantages. (Nov/Dec 2012)

9. DescribetheprincipleandapplicationofLVDT,ResolverandRangesensor.(Nov/Dec
2012)

UNIT 4 ROBOT KINEMATICS AND ROBOT PROGRAMMING

TWO MARK QUESTIONS

1. List the different robot parameters. (Nov/Dec-2012)
2. What are the limitations of on-line robot programming? (Nov/Dec-2012)
3. What is inverse kinematics? (May/Jun 2013)
4. Write down the basic types of robot programming. (May/Jun 2013)
5. Determine the translated vector for the given vector v=25i+10j+20k, perform a

translation byadistance of 8units in “X”direction,5units in “Y”directionand0units in
“Z” direction. (Apr/May 2010)

6. Write the meaning of the following command D MOVE (1,10),D MOVE (<4,5,6>,<30,-
45,90>)(Apr/May 2010)

7. Whatare themotion commandsavailable inVALprogramming? (Nov/Dec2008)
8. What is meant by Inverse kinematics of robots? (Nov/Dec 2008)
9. What is meant by a teach pendant? (Nov/Dec 2007) (Nov/Dec 2011)
10. Explain any two commands associated with the programming of end effectors. (Nov/Dec

2007)
11. Define reverse kinematics. (Nov/Dec 2011)

16 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Write a VAL robot program toperform pick andplace operation on the conveyer
system.itconsistoftwoconveyorsrunningparallelwithcentredistanceof600mmat
samelevel.Anindustrialrobot isfixedcentrallybetweentheconveyors.Therobot is
used to transfer work pieces from conveyor 1 to 2 at a constant speed. Draw a
schematicviewof thesystem.assumeallnecessarydimension.(May/Jun2013).
(Nov/Dec 2012)

2. (i)Considertwoframes{A}&{B}.Theframe{B}isrotatedwithrespecttoframe{A}by30
degree. aroundz-axis and theorigin of{B} is shifted with respect to theorigin of{A}
by[5,10,5].the Z a and Z b axes are parallel point ‘p’ is described in {B} by 1,2,3).describe



the same point with respect to {A} using the transform matrix
.(8) (Apr/May 2010)

(ii) Write short note dynamics of a robot.(8) . (May/Jun 2013)
3. Describe briefly the kinematics and dynamics of a robot. . (Nov/Dec 2012)
4. (i) Explain the manual lead through programming in robot application.(6)

(ii) Write about end effectors command & sensor command.(10) (Apr/May 2010)

5. Derive forward & inverse kinematics equations of manipulator for a particular position.
(Nov/Dec 2008)

6. (i) write short notes on teach pendant.(8)
(ii) Explain the various features robot programming languages.(8) (Nov/Dec 2012)

7. UsingVAL language, discuss thebasiccommands andexplain the structure of the
program for a typical pick and place operation. (Nov/Dec 2007)

8. (i)Writeacriticalnoteonforwardandinversekinematicsofa3degreesof freedom:
robot(10)

9. (ii) Write a note on lead –through programming.(6) (Nov/Dec 2007)
10. Explain the various programming methods used in robotics with examples and features

of each. (Nov/Dec2011)
11. Discuss various difficulties associated with the inverse kinematic solution and explain

‘geometric approach’ used in inverse kinematic problem. (Nov/Dec 2012)

UNIT 5 IMPLEMENTATION & ROBOTS ECONOMICS

TWO MARK QUESTIONS

1. List out the few robot applications area in manufacturing. (May/Jun 2013) (Nov/Dec
2008) (Nov/Dec 2011)

2. What are the functions of work cell controller? (May/Jun 2013)
3. How an AVG will differ with Robot? (Nov/Dec-2012)
4. List few safety precautions necessary for robotic application. (Nov/Dec-2012) (Nov/Dec

2007) (Nov/Dec 2011)
5. What are the three levels of safety sensor systems in robotics defined by National

Bureau of Standards? (Apr/May 2010)
6. What is AGV? (Nov/Dec 2008)



7. How do you calculate the robot economics by rate of investment method? (Nov/Dec
2007)

8. Function of robots in a Computer Integrated Manufacturing environment. (Nov/Dec
2011)

16 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Discuss in detail various methods available for the analysis of robot economics.
(Nov/Dec 2008)

2. Writeacriticalnoteonthestepsthatacompanyshouldfollowduringimplementing
robotics. (Nov/Dec 2007)(may/june2013)

3. (i) write a note on AGV.(8)
(ii) Explain the features of safety sensors & safety monitoring of robots.(8)

4. (i) explain the different safety considerations for robot operations.(8) (Apr/May 2010)
(Nov/Dec 2007)
(ii) Explain about robot welding.(8) (Nov/Dec 2008)

5. (i) explain the working of automated guided vehicles with
(a) Component –based DCS
(b) Design with field bus technology.(10) (Apr/May 2010)
(ii) Explain the design consideration for workplace safety.(6) (Apr/May 2010)

6. WriteshortnoteonEquivalentUniformAnnualcostandrateofreturnmethods.
(may/june2013)

7. Discuss about the implementation issues of robots in an assembly environment.
(Nov/Dec 2012)

8. Illustratetheeconomicsof robot implementationwithhelpofpay back
method(Nov/Dec 2012)



DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

QUESTION BANK

SUBJECT : OML751 TESTING OF MATERIALS

SEM / YEAR: VII/ IV
UNIT I INTRODUCTION TO MATERIALS TESTING

Overview of materials, classification of material testing, purpose of testing, selection of material,
development of testing, testing organization and its committee, testing standards, result analysis,
advantages of testing

PART A

Q.No. Questions
BT

Level Competence
1 Define Material Science. BT-1 Remember

2 Why Study Properties of Materials? BT-1 Remember

3 Explain the groups of solid engineering materials BT-1 Remember

4 Define Metals BT-1 Remember

5 Define Ceramics BT-1 Remember

6 Define Composites BT-1 Remember

7 Explain the application of Future Materials BT-1 Remember

8 Classify materials. Classify metals. BT-1 Remember

9 Differentiate Between Material Science and Engineering BT-2 Understand

10 Advantages Of Material Testing. BT-2 Understand

11 What are composites? BT-2 Understand
12 Why do we need composites? BT-2 Understand

13 What is electrical conductivity? BT-2 Understand
14 How the engineering materials are classified based on the electrical

properties?
BT-3 Application

15 Types of Ferrous Metal. BT-3 Application
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16 Define Optical Property BT-2 Understand

17 Properties and typical application of some low carbon Steel. BT-2 Understand

18 Categories of stainless steels. BT-2 Understand
19 Types of Nonferrous Metals. BT-2 Understand

20 Define Refractory Materials BT-2 Understand
21 Characteristics and Applications of some common

Thermoplastics
BT-3 Application

22 Characteristics and Applications of some common
Thermo setting plastics

BT-2 Understand

23 Explain Elector-magnetic radiation BT-2 Understand
24 Classification Failure in materials. BT-3 Application
25 Optical properties of Non Metal BT-3 Application

PART B

Q.No. Questions
BT

Level Competence
1 BT-1 Remember

2 Explain the classification of materials and properties briefly. BT-1 Remember

3 Explain the physical properties of engineering materials BT-1 Remember

4 Explain the mechanical properties of engineering materials BT-1 Remember

5 What are structural composites? BT-1 Remember

6 Classify common engineering materials. BT-1 Remember

7 Explain About Elastic Deformation BT-1 Remember

8 Explain About Plastic Deformation BT-1 Remember

9 Explain the classification of Composite of materials . BT-2 Understand

10 Explain about Corrosion of Metals BT-2 Understand

11 Life cycle analysis and its use in design of Materials. BT-2 Understand

12 List out the types of Testing Standards in metals. BT-2 Understand

13 Explain the Thermal properties of engineering materials BT-2 Understand
14 Explain the Electrical properties of engineering materials BT-3 Application



PART C

Q.No. Questions
BT

Level Competence
1 Explain About Structured and unstructured Information of materials. BT-5 Evaluate
2 List out Common material properties of metallic materials BT-2 Understand
3 Explain the Future Material and Bio Material briefly. BT-2 Understand
4 Eplain about Various testing Organization and Committee BT-2 Understand

UNIT 2 MECHANICAL TESTING
Introduction to mechanical testing, hardness test( vickers, brinell, rockwell),tensile test, impact test
(izod, charpy)- principles techaniques, methods, advantages and limitations, application bend test,
shear test, creep and fatigue test - principles, techniques, methods, advantages and limitations,
applications.

PART A

Q.No. Questions BT
Level Competence

1 Define hardness. What is Mohs scale of hardness? BT-1 Remember

2 Why it is necessary to specify load-indenter combination in
Rockwell hardness test?

BT-1 Remember

3 How is Brinell hardness measured. Show that BHN varies as P/D2
where P is the load and D is the indenter diameter

BT-1 Remember

4 Why is the included angle between opposite faces of the Vickers
indenter 136 ?

BT-1 Remember

5 What is micro hardness? Why sometime it is necessary? BT-1 Remember

6 What is engineering stress and strain? BT-1 Remember

7 What is Hook’s law? BT-2 Understand

8 What is elastic and proportional limit? BT-2 Understand

9 How is the elastic modulus measured from the stress-strain curve? BT-2 Understand
10 What is yield stress? BT-2 Understand

11 What is 0.2% proof stress? BT-2 Understand

12 How is the ductility measured? BT-3 Application

13 What is ductile and brittle behavior? BT-3 Application

14 What is resilience? What is toughness? BT-3 Application

15 What is true stress and strain. Deduce the relationship between true
and engineering stress ad strain

BT-3 Application



16 Why does the engineering stress-strain curve peak and drop where as
the true stress-strain curve keep on going up?

BT-4 Analyse

17 What is a flow curve? BT-4 Analyse

18 What is shear stress and strain BT-4 Analyse
19 What is Poisson's ratio? BT-4 Analyse

20 What are structure-sensitive and structure insensitive properties? BT-5 Evaluate

21 What is Poisson's ratio? BT-5 Evaluate

22 Define Secant Modulus BT-5 Evaluate

23 Define Tangent Modulus BT-6 Create

24 Define Work of rupture? Also briefly write about the instrument used
for measuring ‘work of rupture’.

BT-6 Create

25 Explain different loads and Strain BT-6 Create
PART B

Q.No.
1 Explain different types of fatigue stress cycle, stresses and ratios.

Explain strengthening mechanism due to dislocations with neat
sketches.

BT-1 Remember

2 List out the types of deformations in metals. With a neat sketch
explain any one type of plastic deformation BT-1 Remember

3 State the working principle of the machine used for tension test.
What care should be taken while performing a test on UTM?

BT-1 Remember

4 State the importance of torque–twist curve and explain how to
determine modulus of rigidity from torque–twist curve

BT-2 Understand

5 Explain the working principles of machines used to conduct Charpy
and Izod impact test. How specimens are put–up in both the tests?
Why?

BT-2 Understand

6 Discuss the factors considered for selection of hardness testing
machine. What care must be taken while selecting specimens for
hardness test?

BT-2 Understand

7 Define fracture. Explain the types of fracture. Which type of fracture
is preferable? Why? BT-2

Understand

8 Discuss the following :
(i) Notch effects on fracture
(ii) Stages in the formation of ductile fracture

BT-3 Application

9 Explain in detail the engineering stress strain curve of mild steel BT-3 Application
10 Discuss in detail the factors that affect the tensile properties of steel. BT-4 Analyse

11 Write short notes on
(i) Microhardness Test

BT-4 Analyse



(ii) Meyer's hardness
(iii) Charpy impact

12 A 15 mm long and 120 mm dia cylindrical rod is subjected to a
tensile load of 35 kN. It must not experience either plastic
deformation or a diameter reduction of more than 0.012 mm. Which
of the listed materials is suitable for such a requirement and why? Al
(E= 70 GPa, YS = 250 MP = 0.33), Ti (E= 105 GPa, YS = 850 MPa,
= 0.36), Steel (E= 205 GPa, YS = 550 MPa, = 0.27), Mg (E= 45
GPa, YS = 170 MPa, = 0.35).

BT-4 Analyse

13 Explain the significance of ductility, modulus of elasticity, toughness
and resilience in a material.

BT-5 Evaluate

14 A metal experiences a true strain of 0.1 at a true stress of 415 MPa.
What is the strain hardening exponent of the metal? K = 1035 MPa.
What will be the true strain at a stress of 600 MPa?

BT-6 Create

Q.No.
PART-C

1 The following data were obtained in a tensile test of a low carbon
steel of diameter 12 mm and Gage length 50 mm.
Plot Engineering and True stress-strain curve and find the tensile
properties.

BT-6 Create

2 Compare the engineering and true stress strain curves of mild steel.
Also derive the
Expression for the true stress and strain.

BT-4 Analyse

3 (i) Give a detailed account about the notched bar impact tests?
(ii) How will the section thickness affect the transition curves in
Charpy test?

BT-5 Evaluate

4 Explain the design Consideration of materials. BT-5 Evaluate



UNIT 3 NON DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

Visual inspection, liquid penetrant test, Magnetic particle test, Thermography test – Principles,
Techniques, Advantages and Limitations, Applications, Radiographic test, Eddy current test, Ultrasonic
test, Acoustic emission - Principles, Techniques, Methods, Advantages and Limitations, Applications

PART A

Q.No. Questions
BT

Level Competence
1 What are the methods to examine the defects in the products? BT-1 Remember

2 Define: Non-Destructive Testing? BT-1 Remember

3 What are the benefits of a Non-Destructive Testing of products? BT-1 Remember

4 What are the defects that can be identified by NDT techniques? BT-1 Remember

5 What are the advantages of Non-Destructive Testing over
Destructive Testing?

BT-1 Remember

6 Name some new methods of NDT? BT-1 Remember
7 What are the factors to be considered for the choice of specific NDT

methods?
BT-2 Understand

8 What is Visual Inspection? BT-2 Understand

9 Mention the basic principle used in thermography. BT-2 Understand
10 Define thermography. BT-2 Understand

11 Describe the application of thermography. BT-2 Understand

12 List the types of defects analysis in LPT method BT-3 Application

13 Name the different liquid penetrants. BT-3 Application

14 Classify the types of penetrant materials BT-3 Application
15 Define ultrasonic BT-3 Application

16 Classify different types of waves BT-4 Analyse

17 Define transducer. BT-4 Analyse

18 Name the types of ultrasonic transducer. BT-4 Analyse

19 Describe radiography testing. BT-4 Analyse

20 What are the disadvantage of radiography testing? BT-5 Evaluate

21 Define X ray radiography. BT-5 Evaluate

22 Define acoustic emission technique BT-5 Evaluate

23 What are the advantage and disadvantage of visual inspection BT-6 Create
24 What are the defects that can be identified by NDT techniques? BT-6 Create
25 What are the advantages of Non-Destructive Testing over

Destructive Testing?
BT-6 Create



PART B

Q.No.
1 Discuss briefly about the visual inspection and instruments used for

visual inspection?
BT-1 Remember

2 Describe the procedure for penetrant testing. BT-1 Remember
3 Discuss in detail about the Relative merits and limitations, Various

physical characteristics of materials and their applications in NDT. BT-1 Remember

4 Write briefly about Non Destructive Testing Methods for the
detection of manufacturing defects as well as material
characterization.

BT-1 Remember

5 Discuss in detail about NDT vs. Mechanical Testing? BT-2 Understand

6 Discuss in detail about types of defects and it causes? BT-2 Understand

7 Discuss various optical aids used in visual inspection techniques.
BT-2 Understand

8 Explain the following with suitable sketch
(i) Direct viewing visual techniques (8)
(ii) (ii) Remote viewing visual techniques (8)

BT-2 Understand

9 Explain with suitable sketch of various stages of liquid penetrant
testing

BT-3 Application

10 Explain the testing procedure for liquid penetrant inspection with
suitable sketch

BT-3 Application

11 Illustrate with suitable sketch about types of thermography

BT-4 Analyse
12 Illustrate with suitable sketch about working principle of Eddy

current non destructive testing BT-4 Analyse

13 Briefly explain with suitable sketch about working principle of
Ultrasonic testing

BT-5 Evaluate

14 Explain with neat sketch about the Exposure charts in Radiography
testing technique.

BT-6 Create

PART C

Q.No.
1 Explain the liquid penetrant testing methods with clear flowcharts. BT-1 Remember
2 Briefly discuss the magnetic particle testing for revealing surface and

sub surface cracks of a steam turbine blade. Comment on
performance of LPT for inspection of same defects

BT-4 Analyse

3 Discuss briefly about the visual inspection and instruments used for
visual inspection?

BT-5 Evaluate

4 NDT Applications and Limitations BT-6 Create



UNIT 4 MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION AND TESTING

Macroscopic and microscopic observations, Optical and Electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) –
Principles, Types, advantages and limitations, applications, Electrical and Magnetic Techniques –
Principles, Types, Advantages and Disadvantages and limitations, applications

PART A

Q.No. Questions
BT

Level Competence
1 What is the need for material characterization? BT-1 Remember

2 List the different analytical techniques in material characterization. BT-1 Remember

3 How the material is classified for the characterization? BT-1 Remember
4 What is SEM analysis? Where it is preferred? BT-1 Remember

5 Write down the principle of SEM analysis. BT-1 Remember

6 List the advantages of SEM analysis. BT-1 Remember

7 What is TEM analysis? Where it is preferred? BT-2 Understand

8 Write down the principle of TEM analysis. BT-2 Understand

9 List the advantages of TEM analysis. BT-2 Understand

10 What are the limitations of Optical emission spectoscory? BT-2 Understand

11 What is spectral overlap? BT-2 Understand

12 Define wavelength sorters. BT-3 Application

13 Sketch the Light path through a Czerny-Turner monochromator. BT-3 Application

14 What are emission sources of OE spectoscopy. BT-3 Application

15 Sketch the Controlled waveform spark source. BT-3 Application

16 What is Electrothermal vaporization? BT-4 Analyse

17 What is polychromator? BT-4 Analyse

18 What is spark source spectrometry? BT-4 Analyse
19 Define Dry Spike Isotope Dilution BT-4 Analyse
20 List the various electrical techniques for material testing. BT-5 Evaluate
21 List the various magnetic techniques for material testing. BT-5 Evaluate

22 Sketch the schematic diagram of gas mass spectrometer. BT-5 Evaluate

23 What is X-ray diffraction? BT-6 Create



24 What is optical microscope? BT-6 Create

25 Mention the Rayleigh equation for resolution limit. BT-6 Create

PART B

Q.No.
1 Describe Effective analysis approach. BT-1 Remember

2 What are the tools for material selection? BT-1 Remember

3 List out the preliminary considerations in sampling BT-1 Remember
4 Explain the sequence of operation of the sampling plan. BT-1 Remember

5 Explain the exciting mechanism of OE spectoscopy. BT-2 Understand

6 Describe the applications of OE specroscopy BT-2 Understand

7 Describe about monochromator. BT-2 Understand

8 Brief the application of spark source mass spectrometry. BT-2 Understand
9 List and explain the application of Gas analysis by mass

spectrometry.
BT-3 Application

10 Explain the specimen preparation for differential magnification. BT-3 Application

11 What is a flake? List and explain the different types of flakes. BT-4 Analyse

12 Explain the microstructure of steel, gold and aluminium. BT-4 Analyse

13 Explain the X-ray generation. BT-5 Evaluate

14 What are the permissible planes in B.C.C. with the limits? BT-6 Create
PART C

Q.No.
1 What are different types of samples in material characterisation? BT-1 Remember
2 Explain Atomic Absorption Spectrometry with sketches if necessary. BT-1 Remember
3 Describe with neat sketches about X-ray crystallography. BT-4 Analyse

4 Explain the Energy dispersion analysis. BT-4 Analyse



UNIT 5 OTHER TESTING

Thermal Testing: Differential scanning calorimetry, Differential Thermal analysis, Thermo mechanical

and dynamic mechanical analysis: Principles, types, Advantages and applications – Chemical testing: X

ray fluorescence, Elemental analysis by Inductively coupled plasma – Optical Emission Spectroscopy

and plasma – mass spectrometry

PART A

Q.No. Questions
BT

Level Competence
1 What are advantages of diffraction analysis? BT-1 Remember
2 Mention few points about Hanawalt devised system. BT-1 Remember
3 State the principle of Fink method. BT-

4
Analyse

4 Write down the equation for two phase- mixture in quantitative
analysis.

BT-4 Analyse

5 Define spectrum. BT-1 Remember
6 Define wavelength dispersion. BT-1 Remember
7 Mention any two points about Energy – dispersive. BT-

4
Analyse

8 What are the due effects of elements in chemical analysis of X-ray
dispersion?

BT-4 Analyse

9 What is fluorescence analysis? BT-1 Remember
10 What is electron excitation? BT-1 Remember
11 What is precision and accuracy in chemical analysis BT-

4
Analyse

12 What elements are present in this small region of the sample? BT-4 Analyse
13 Is the concentration of element A in this region higher or lower than

in this other region?
BT-1 Remember

14 State the principle of Fundamental –parameter method. BT-1 Remember
15 What is amount of blackening in micro photometer? BT-

4
Analyse

16 Define scalar. BT-4 Analyse
17 Sketch the block diagram of detector circuit for a diffractometer. BT-1 Remember
18 What is Debye-Scherrer specimen? BT-1 Remember
19 Mention the fey features of Automatic diffractometers. BT-

4
Analyse

20 What is X-ray optics? BT-4 Analyse



21 What are the adjustments in silts in a diffractometer? BT-1 Remember
22 What are different products of counting efficiency? BT-1 Remember
23 Mention few points about scintillation counters

BT-4 Analyse
24 What is principle of Geiger counters? BT-4 Analyse
25 Sketch the schematic of Si(Li) counter and FET preamplifier BT-1 Remember

PART B

Q.No.
1 Explain the diffraction pattern Continuous and Intermittent. BT-1 Remember

2 Explain the direct comparison method in X-ray spectrometer. BT-1 Remember

3 List the practical difficulties in X-ray diffraction. BT-1 Remember
4 Describe chemical analysis for the parameter measurement. BT-1 Remember
5 What are the practical difficulties in quantitative analysis.? BT-

2
Understand

6 Describe about X-ray optics. BT-2 Understand
7 Explain the principle of x-ray fluorescence spectrometer. BT-2 Understand
8 How can you provide and control intensity and resolution in

spectometers.
BT-3 Application

9 Explain empirical coefficient method used for alloys, cement and
ores.

BT-
3

Application

10 With a neat sketch describe energy dispersion in spectometers. BT-4 Analyse
11 Describe different tools used in micro analysis of spectrometer. BT-

4
Analyse

12 Describe monochromatic operation. BT-5 Evaluate
13 Narrate the different counting losses in diffractometer. BT-5 Evaluate

14 Expain Energy –dispersive diffractometer. BT-6 Create

PART C

Q.No.
1 Explain about pulse –height analysis. BT-4 Analyse
2 Explain about scalers and ratemeters. BT-4 Analyse

3 Explain different types of spectrometers. BT-2 Understand
4 What are the applications of X-ray diffraction and X-ray

spectrometry?
BT-2 Understand
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